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Abstract. The ability of I.he Skynne-IIartree-Fock t.heory to reproduce 

the nucleon moment.um dist.ribut.io11s iu a spherical nuclei is investigated 
systematically. The interest is al:<o to st ate more q uant i t.at.i vely how the 

effect.ive 1111cleo11-11ucleon forces contribute t.o t.he high-moment.um region 

of nucleon moment.um distributions iucluding a comparison bet.ween dif

ferent. Skyrme-type forces. The results give useful preliminary information 

about the high-moment.um components that are import.ant in analyzing 

the d~t.a from inclusive hadron (pion and proton) ~d election scattering 

expernnents. 0 
Pc3IOMc. l1cu1e.nyeTcn D03MOiKHOCTb npHMeHHM TH TeopHH XapTpH

<l>oKa c CHJJah111 C'KHJ>Ma D OllHCaJIHH HMH)'JlbCllblX pacnpe.nenemdi HyK

JIOllOD D ccjiepH'leCKHX .II)lpax. 011peJleJ1euo, '!TO 3ao.HC.II1UHC OT IlJIOT
HOCTH acjHjlel\THDHble D3aH~IO)leHCTDHII MoryT D OCJIODllOM yYeCTb KOp
peJIJIUHH e 06,1acn1 n1>1coi-;11x uepe)laeaeh11>1x HMHYJibCOll. OTOT a~141eKT 

He JaDHCHT C.YlllCCTDCJlllO OT llblUOpa CHJJ, KOTOpble HeJTJIOXO eocnpo-

11300.ZlllT ..upyn1e xapai-;TepHCTHKH oc11ou111>1x cocTO.IIHHH n.nep. PeJ)'Jib
TaTl...i TeopHH :\apTpH-cl>oKa c CHJiaMH Ci-;HpMa npe..ucTaDJIRJOT .HCKJIJO

'HITem .. 110 JIOJlt'311)'10 Hll~lOpMaUHIO II 0611aCTH DLICOl\HX nepe..uanaeMblX 

11MH)'JlbCOU, '!TO O'lellb na;i-;110 .ZlJlfl o6pa60TKH .naJJJlblX no Hlll\JIJ03HDllblM 
a)lpOllllblM ( 011011-llJ>OTOJJJJJ,IM) H 3JICt;Tp01111blM aKcnepHMeJITaM. 

1. Introduction 

The high-momentum componPn ts of the nucleon mom<'ntum distribution 11(k) con
tain valuable information about the nucleon correlations in nuclei (1-4]. For this 
reason, efforts are continuously devoted to determinate 11(k) through inclusive 
hadron or electronic sratteri11g experiment.s [5- 1 OJ. Jn contrast. to t.he local density 
dist.ribution p(1·), however, the nucleon momentum distribution n(k·) is not directly 
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related to some observable quantities. One is therefore forced to make theoretical 
assumptions in order to extract n(k) from the measured experimental data. It is 
obviously desirable to have a simple enough but well justified theoretical model for 
handling the nucleon momentum distribution in nuclei. 

An extensive review of the present momentum distribution calculations shows 
[11] that beyond 2 fm- 1 the momentum distribution n(k) is dominated by the 
correlation effects. One has in mind rather involved approaches such as the coupled
cluster (or exp(S)) approach [l], the Brueckner-Bethe-Goldstone method (12] or the 
Jastrow method (2, 3]. In the lowest order, these approaches assume an uncorrelated 
nuclear ground state which corresponds to a single Slater determinant wave function 
(the Hartree-Fock model). However the single-particle wa\·e functions {ip;} are 
usually taken from the harmonic oscillator with a lcngt h parameter adjust.eel to fit 
the nuclear mean-squared charge radius. The high-moment.um components in such 
a Slater determinant are small. The same is true also for a more sophisticated choice 
for { ip;} whereby the .single-particle set { ip;} satisfies self-consistent Drueckner
Ilartree-Fock [12] or generalized Brueckner-IIartree-Fock [1] equations. The high
momentum components of 11( k) can emerge only in higher orders of the approaches 
[1-3, 12]. 

The situation differs in the case of density dependent llartree-Fock calculations 
where the nucleon correlations are partially taken into account by means of the 
effective nucleon-nucleon interaction. The aim of the present paper is tlicrcfore 
to analyze systematically the high-momentum region of nucleon momentum distri
butions emerging from the density-dependent. Ilart.ree-Fock calculations. This will 
point out once more the particular status of the Skyrme (or, more generally, the 
density-dependent.) Hartree-Fock formalism in handling the nucleon correlations in 
nuclei. For this purpose, we use throughout. the work the Skyrme-type effective 
forces which provide a quite realistic mean-field description of the nuclear groun<l 
state [13]. 

The formal basis of the calculations is summarized in Section 2, the results in 
Sect.ion 3 and the conclusion in Section 4. 

2. Effective Forces Forurnlism 

In order to clarify the Skyrme-Ilart.ree-Fock (SIIF) calculations, let. us introdw:e 
the concept of the effect ivc forces in nuclei (1 ,1]. The correlated many-particle wave 
function W = IJ!(1·1, 1·2, ... , 1'A) satisfies the exact Srhrodingcr equation 

( 1) 

where the lowest eigenvalue E is the exact ground-st.ate energy of the system of 
A nucleons with Hamiltonian II. The correlated function W factorizes into both 
the single Slater determinant. <I>= <I>(r1,r2 1 ••• 1·A) = (A!)-l/'.l <let lip;(i·j)I and the 
operator Fcorr which takes the correlations into account 

(2) 

The many-body problem ( 1) t.heu becomes a Ifartrec-Fock problem 

(3) 
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with effective Hamiltonian 

(4) 

where F.,'!;rr = (Fcorr)- 1 . 

Suppose that. the effective Hamiltonian (4) is known. Then the solution {<p;} 
of the Ilartree-Fock problem is obviously affected by the correlations entering the 
effective Hamiltonian H,,ff. For any observable A one should construct, analogously 
to Eq. (4), the associated effective operator . 

(5) 

which normally defines ~Aeff· Obviously, the use of the effective Hamiltonian (4) 
affects both parts of the observable 

(6) 

The first part (<I>IAl4>) is affected by the correlations through the particular set 
{ r.p;} satisfying Eq. (3) and building up the Slat.er determinant j<l>). The second 
part {<I>l~Aeffl<I>) additionally depends on the particular form of the operator Fcorr· 
All above expressions are obviously exact. 

The SIIF assumption consists in the following: the Skyrme-type effective forces 
in nuclei directly parameterize the effective Hamiltonian ( 4). Fitting the free pa
rameters of the forces t.o the measured data t.he SIIF calculations give, at least in 
principle, the exact ( "conelated'') single particle set. { <p;} thus avoiding the enor
mous problem of evaluating the operator Fcorr· However, since the operator Fcorr 
is not known, a second assumption requires only the normal opera.tors A in Eq. (5) 
to be used in the SJIF calculations. As a result., the SIIF model takes into account 
only the first part. (<I>jAj<I>) of the observable (6) . In particular, the following SHF 
expressions are taken for the local density distribution 

A 

p(r) = :L l'Pi(,.w (7) 
i=l 

and the nucleon momentum distribution 

A 

n(k) = L l<Pdk)l 2 (8) 
i:l 

where cp;(k) is the Fourier transform of <p;(r). 
In other words, the SUF mo<lel uses effective density-dependent forces but only 

the normal operators A which is obviously acceptable for those observables that 
are not. much affected by the correlation factor Fcorr· One has particularly in 
mind the local density distribution [15], the low momentu m components of the 
associated form factors and the bulk properties of nuclei [13] . In this respect, 
the ability of the SIIF model to reduce the high-momentum components of n(k) 
may be questioned because the operator Fcorr is expected to play a crucial role 
at high-moment.um transfers where the short-range correlations and the mesonic 
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degrees of freedom become illlportant (14). An adequate theoretical framework 
t.here should include approach<'s [1-3, 11) which t.ake the eomplete transformat.ion 
(5) into account. Nevertheless, due to the widespread use of the SUF theory, it is 
important to analyze to what extent. this theory is able to reproduce the nucleon 
momentum distribution in nuclei. 

3. Results 

We have carried out SIIF calculations with the five sets of Skyrme-type force pa
rameters listed in Table l. 

Table 1. Different set.s of parameters of Skyrme-type clfccti,•e forces used and the asso
ciated infinite nuclear matter characteristics 

Parameters 

Force to t1 ti 13 H'o l'O i :1 i :2 l"3 Cl' 

SI -1057.30 235.90 -100.00 144G3.5 120 0.5GO 0.0 0.0 1.000 1 
SIII -1128.75 395.00 -95.00 14000.0 120 0.4!)0 0.0 0.0 1.000 1 
sv -U48.29 970.5() 107.22 0.0 150 -0. liO 0.0 0.0 1.000 1 
Tl -1794 .00 298.00 -:.!98.00 12812.0 ] 10 0.1-34 -0.5 -0.5 0.089 1/3 
Ski\!• -264.5.00 410.00 -J.35.00 155%.0 130 o.m10 0.0 0.0 0.000 1/6 

Nuclear matter characteristics 

Force Po. fm - 3 J/}, fm-I ENM/N, r.1ev A"NM/1". r.teV Or, r.lc\I (111•/m) 

SI 0.1-5536 1.32 -IG.000 370.U 29.3 0.91 
SIII 0.14530 l.29 -1.5.870 :155 .4 28 .16 U.76 
sv 0.15536 1.32 -lG.OCiO 306.0 32.72 0.:18 
Tl 0.16100 1.3:36 -15.980 :.! :lG. l 32. 02 l.00 
Skr.1· 0.16030 l.33·1 -15.77G :.!lG.7 .J0.03 0.79 

The \'alues are taken as follows : SI from (20), SlTI and SV from [18), Tl from (22] and 
Skr.r• from [21]. The 1111it.s arc: r.tc\' f111 3 for 11 • ~fc\'f111 5 for 11 .12 , H'o and ~[c\'f111H3<> 
for l3. 

Although the associated nuclear mat.I.er cl1aract.erist.ics (Table 1) are quite dif
ferent., all forces used lead to nearly the sallle SllF descript.ion of t.hc nuclear ground 
state [14). The use of different. Skyrme-type forces is expected to reveal also the 
sensit.ivit.y oft.he results for 11(.(:) from t.he characteristics of the nuclear effective 
forces. 

The SIIF moment.um <lescript.io11 (8) for the nucleus 1'' 0 calculat.ed wit.h SHI 
(full line) and Skl\J* (dashed line) forces arc compared in Fig. l with the momen
tum distributions RSC and SSCl3 calculated by t.he coupled cluster approach [1) 
wit.h Reid soft-core and de Tourreii-Sprung super soft-core Il potentials, respec
tively. The moment.um distribut.ion IIO, calrnlat.ed with the harmonic oscillator 
shell model wave funct.ions \\'hich is close to t.he u11correlat.ed results (UNC) fol
lo\\'ing from the lowest. order (generalized Ilrneckner-Hart ree-Fock) of the couplcd
cluster approach [l) is also sho\\'n in Fig. l. 
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Fig. 1. The nucleon momentum distributions for the uudeus 16 0. Coupled-duster ap
proach calculations (1], RSC': Rei<! soft-core potential, SSCB: de Tourreil-Sprung super 
soft-core potential 13, UNC': uncorrelated results for the HSC pot.ential. Skyrme-Ilartree
Fock (SIIF) results are ohtai1wd wit.It Siil-force· (full line) a11d Skrlt•-force (da,.;hed line). 
The momentum dist ri but ion JI 0 is calcubted with harmonic oscillator wave fu11ctions. 
Throughout. t.he work t.he normalirnt.ion of 11(~·) is J n(k)k"clk =A. 

It. becomes clear (Fig. l) that. t.he moment 11111 distributions considered are nearly 
t.lw same in the inner region (up t.o !.: ;:::: l f111- 1 where t.he Pau Ii correlat.ions are 
mainly important.). This 11wans t.hat ncit.her t.he particular form of the single

part.icle set { :p;} uor th<' operator Fc:orr affects I he low moment.um region of t.he 
nucleon moment.um distrihutio11 110·). Then•fore, as already mentioned in [12, 16], 
I.he SIIF t.heory is completely adequate i11 dPs<'ribing Iii<' inner region of 11(h·). 

At. monwnta above~ r111- 1, the correlated dist.rihutions HSC and SSCil show 
significant. high-inome11tu111 co111po11ents ill contrast. with the uncorrelated no dis
t.ribut.ion. Obviously, t lw '· rorrelat.cd" basis { 9;} as well as t.he operator Fcorr are 
both import.ant. in this region. Although, as mnarkcJ in [2, 3, 17], a single Slat.er 
d<>t.erminant. is not. able t.o r<' produc<' cornplet.dy the for111 factor and 11(/.:) of a cor
rclat.ed syst.em, Fig. I shows that. the SllF rnon1c11t.urn distribution effectively t.akcs 
into account. a definite part. oft.he nuclC'on corrdations through the part.icular form 
of the ''correlated" single-particle wave [u11ctions {9; }. The SIIF results are st.ill 
about. four orders of magnitude lower .than the correlated (RSC and SSC'Il), but 
many orders of magnitude h ighn than the uncorrclat.ed ( Il 0) results for almost 
all values of!.: 2'. :3 fm- 1 . The SIIF momentum distribution shows an oscillatory 
behaviour at above;::::~ rm- 1 which refkcts tht' fi11ite range of the self-consistent 
SJTF pot.C'nt.ial. This extra st.rnrt.ure of the SllF results is obviously obscured by 
thP correlations Fcorr· 

H's worth mentioning tlie slight. d1'p<'ndcnce of the high-n1oment.um region of 
11( h') with res pert lo particular rharact.erist ics oft.he effect.i V<' forces used. Ilot.h SIIF 
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curves in Fig. 1, for example. correspond to Skynne-type forces with quit.e different 
values for t.he incompressibility coelTicient. /\.NM: 356 J\leV for t.he SIII-force and 
216.7 J\IeV for Skl\r force (see Table 1 ). As in the case of the results following 
the coupled-dust.er apprnach (1), the SIIF distribution shows slightly larger high
momentum components for the SIIT-force with higher incompressibility ]\'NJ\!. 

The momentum distribution 11(.(·) slightly depends 011 different. characteristics 
of the Skyrrne-type effective forces and it. is illustrated in Fig. 2 where the high
momentum region of n(k) is displayed for t.he forces given in Table l. It is seen 
that. as a rule the high-momentum components are larger for the forces with larger 
!\NM· Also the moment.um points of 11(k) are at distances which depend almost 
linearly on the value of the com hi nation of parameters 9t 1 - 5t 2 which affects the 
surface prnperties of nuclei [ 18]. 
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-12 
2 3 -t 5 6 7 8 

k, f111- 1 

Fig. 2. The high-momentum tails oft.he SllF momentum distributions 11(k) calculat.ed 
for 16 0 wit.h t.he Skyrme-type forces given in Table l. The moment.um dist.ributious RSC 
and HO are the same as in Fig. 1 

The knowledge of high-mornmt.um components of t.h<' SIJF moment.um distri
bution, even having in 111ind the defect. of the partial description oft.he nucleon 
correlations, is nevertheless import.ant in the light oft he fact t.hat. at present t.he 
experimental data st.ill give 110 unique information about the momentum distribu
tion of nu cl Pi. For examplP, t.he SH F rPsults for !ht> moment.um dist.rihut.ions of 
lP112- and lp3/::rshell protons in 111 0 agreP with the a\·ailable experimental data as 
shown in Figs3 and 4. respectively. In this case, the fully correlated momentum 
distribution (1] has obviously too large high-momentum tail. However, the com
parison with rPc<'nt. ex1wrin1ental data for 11(~·) iu 12C (Fig. 5) supports just the 
opposite conclusion. 

A knowledge of t.lw high-momentum region of the SlfF monwntu111 distribu-
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· data (JO, 19) (dots) comparc-d wit.h the SlfF results with SkM•-force (fnll line) and t.he 
full~· correlated dist.rihutiou nsc (dashed line) 

t.ion is also important. as preli111inary i11forn1ation for nuclei where complicated 
approaches [1-3, 12] are practically illlpossihlc for applications. As an example 
for t.he SITF nucleon llloment um dist.ribut.ions for the set. of nuclei 4 IIe, JGO, 4°Ca, 
f• 0zr and 208 Pb calculat.ed wii.h SkJ\[•-forc<> an' shown in Fig. 6. Jt. is seen t.hat 
t.he present rcsult.s support. the conclusion made in [rn] where bot.h the harmonic 
oscillator wave funct.ions and SIU results, are analyzed up to I.:~ 1.5-2 fm- 1 • For 
all nuclei, n(k)/.-1 falls on the same universal cur\'e represented by t.wo different 
slopes. The first. one, in I.he inner region(/.·~ 1- 1.5 [111- 1 ) , slightly decreases wit.h 
A. The second slope, in t.hc outer region (k ~ "2 f1n- 1), is common for all nuclei. 
The main differenc<>s ar<' due t.o tht> diffrart.ion oscillat.ions which arc emphasized 
in light. nuclei (4 1ft>), but disappt>ar in heavy nuclei (!08Ph). 

4. Conclusion 

(I) Due to the use of phenomenological effcct.i vc forces in nuclei, the SHF nu
cleon moment.um dist.rihut.ions are not. able t.o take all nucleon correlations into 
account. Never! heless, at. 111oment.a. less t.han 2 fm- 1, the Sl!F results provide a 
good description of nucl«>on llloment.um distributions. 

(2) At. momenta largN than 2 fn1- 1, the SllF theory part.ially accounts for 
nuclear correlations only hy nwans of tl1e particular form of the self-consistent 
singl<>-particle slates{.,;;} . The SllF results for tlw high-llloment.um tail of 11(1.:) 
are lower than t.he associated \·alues of ilH' fully corrc'lat.cd n1oment.u111 distribution, 
hut they are many orders of magnitude higher than the u11rorrelat.cd results. 

(3) For all nuclei, 11(k)/.4. falls on the st11ne univ<'rsal curve which is almost 
independt>nt. of the part.icular set. of Skynm-t.ypc forces used. The main differences 
in the high-moment.um region are due to the nonmonot.onic behaviour ofn(k) which 
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disappears with increasing A and which is completely obscured by the correlations. 
( 4) In the light. of t.he wide range of contemporary applications of the SHF 

theory and the quite crude experimental determinat.ion of 11(k), the SIIF results 
give useful preliminary information about. the high-moment.urn region of nucleon 
momentum density distributions in nuclei. 
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